
 

 

BUSS 3500 NOTES 
 

Chapter 2 – The Environment 
 
All these tools can be utilised to identify the attractiveness of an industry in the search for 
blue oceans (cf. red oceans).  Essentially, the objective is to identify opportunities and 
threats and then form an opinion as to the industry’s attractiveness.  
 

• Macro-environment is the highest level layer.  PESTEL (Political, Economic, Socio-
cultural, Technological, Ecological and Legal) framework can be used to identify how 
future issues may affect organisations.  Provides broad data from key drivers of change 
used to construct alternative scenarios. 

o Political: the role of the state and other political forces.   
o Economics: macro-economic factors such as exchange rates, business cycles and 

differential economic growth rates around the world. 
o Social: changing cultures and demographics 
o Technological: influences such as the internet, nano technology, rise of new 

composite materials 
o Ecological: ‘green’ environmental issues. 
o Legal: legislative and regulatory constraints or changes.  
o Key drivers for change: environmental factors likely to have a high impact on the 

future success/failure of a strategy  they will vary by industry/sector.   
o Building scenarios: Defining scenario scope  Identifying key drivers for change 

 developing scenarios ‘stories’  identifying impacts of alternative scenarios 
 establishing early warning systems  

 

• Industry/Sector is the next layer: includes organisations producing the same sorts of 
products/services. Porter’s Five Forces is most appropriate here for identifying the 
attractiveness of the industry. 

o Competitive Rivalry: rivalry between existing players – ‘incumbents’.  The more 
competitive, the worse it is.  Affected by; competitor balance (equal size = higher 
competition), industry growth rate (strong growth favourable), high fixed costs (= 
high competition), high exist barriers (increase rivalry), low differentiation (= high 
competition)  

o Threat of entry: barriers to entry are factors that need to be overcome by new 
entrants if they are to compete in an industry.  Affected by; scale and experience, 
access to supply/distribution channels, expected retaliation, legislation or 
government action, differentiation 

o Threat of substitutes: products/services that offer a similar benefit to an 
industry’s but have a different nature.  Affected by; price/performance ratio (if 
more expensive but offers benefit, will be competitive).  Extra-industry effects  
core of substitution effect.   

o Bargaining power of suppliers: those who supply the organisation with what it 
needs to produce the product/service.  BPS is high when there are; concentrated 
suppliers, high switching costs, supplier competition threat. (forward vertical 
integration  start selling directly to customers).  



 

 

o Bargaining power of buyers: organisation’s immediate customers, not 
necessarily the ultimate consumers.  BPB likely high when; concentrated buyers, 
low switching costs, buyer competition threat (backward vertical integration  
supply itself). 

o Complementors: An organisation is your complementor if it enhances your 
business attractiveness to customers or suppliers.   

o Industry life cycle: Development (low rivalry)  Growth (low rivalry)  Shake-
out (increasing rivalry)  maturity (stronger buyers)  Decline (extreme rivalry).  

 

• Competitors and markets are the most immediate layer surrounding organisations.  The 
concept of strategic groups can help identify different kinds of competitors.  Market 
segmentation can be used to identify customer expectations.  Competitive relative 
positions cab be analysed using the strategy canvas to identify ‘Blue Ocean’ 
opportunities.   

o Strategic groups: organisations within an industry/sector with similar strategic 
characteristics, following similar strategies or competing on similar bases.  
Consider; scope of organisation’s activities (product range, geographical 
coverage and range of distribution channels used), resource commitment 
(brands, marketing spend and extent of vertical integration).   

Typically, these differentiate high and low performers.  Uses: understanding 
competition, analysis of strategic opportunities and analysis of mobility barriers.   
o Market segments: group of customers who have similar needs that are different 

from customer needs in other parts of the market.  Small = niche.  Two issues are 
important; variation in customer needs and specialisation (niche strategy).  

o Strategy canvas: compares competitors according to their performance on key 
success factors in order to establish the extent of differentiation.   

▪ Critical Success Factors (CSFs): particular valued by customers or provide 
a significant advantage in terms of cost. 

▪ Value Curves: graphic depiction of how customers perceive competitors’ 
relative performance across the critical success factors.   

▪ Value Innovation: is the creation of new market space by excelling on 
established critical success factors which competitors are performing 
badly and/or by creating new CSFs representing previously unrecognised 
customer wants.   

o Blue oceans: are new market spaces where competition is minimised  value 
innovator.  Red oceans = industries already well defined and rivalry is intense.  
Blue oceans are strategic gaps in the marketplace.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Contesting the Value of “Creating Shared Value” (Crane et al 2014) 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

CSV successfully appeals to practitioners and 
scholars 

CSV is unoriginal 

CSV elevates social goals to a strategic level CSV ignores the tensions between social and 
economic goals 

CSV articulates a clear role for governments in 
responsible behaviour 

CSV is naïve about the challenges of business 
compliance 

CSV adds rigor to ideas of conscious capitalism 
and provides an umbrella construct for loosely 
connected concepts 

CSV is based on a shallow conception of the 
corporation’s role in society.   

 
Strength of CSV 
Might result from the ability of Porter and Kramer to frame CSR in appealing managerial language.  
This is particularly important for advancing social causes inside companies.  The CSV concept invites 
corporations to perceive societal issues not as disconnected and externally imposed but as real 
opportunities and serious strategic targets for genuine business decisions.   
To some extent the attention of CSV can be at least partially attributed to a “Porter-effect.”  One of 
its critical strengths is its unequivocal elevation of social goals to a strategic level: setting clear and 
measurable social goals, setting performance standards, defining phase-in periods for meeting 
standards, and putting in place universal performance reporting systems.  CSV purportedly offers a 
holistic framework to unify largely disconnected debates on CSR, non-market strategy, social 
entrepreneurship, social innovation and the bottom of the pyramid.   
 
Weaknesses of CSV 
CSV is unoriginal 
They paint CSR as a straw-man.  By defining CSR as separate from profit maximisation they ignore 
several decades of work exploring the business case for CSR.  Much of the recent CSR literature 
suggests that CSR is strategic when it yields substantial business-related benefits to the firm, in 
particular by supporting core business activities.   
“CSR can be much more than a cost, a constraint or a charitable deed…’ at best a very narrow 
reading, at worst, disingenuous.   
Freeman’s Instrumental Stakeholder Theory, Emerson’s Blended Value Concept, Hart’s Capitalism at 
the Crossroads.   
Moss Kanter HBR article ‘Social Innovation’  
US and other countries CSR already have their own legal form.   
 
Ignores tensions between social and economic goals 
Claim to move beyond such trade-offs, largely by ignoring them.  Many corporate decisions related 
to social and environmental problems, however creative the decision-maker may be, do not present 
themselves as potential win-wins, but rather will manifest themselves in terms of dilemmas.  Certain 
NGO activists (those fighting for eradication of slave labour in cocoa production, will perceive any 
kind of compromise as a sell-out of their mission and a threat to their identity.) 
Reich has criticised with regard to CSR in general and might be true for CSV: instead of promoting 
the common goods, CSV might promote more sophisticated strategies of green-washing.  Porter and 
Kramer’s attempt to whitewash the problem of trade-offs from the walls of CSV and to disregard the 
potentially negative impacts of corporations can be seen to resonate through each of the 3 
dimensions.   



 

 

• Products: Tobacco industry, arms manufacturers and petroleum industry.  Claim 
Porter/Kramer have cherry-picked shared value success stories with little regard for the 
negative impacts of companies’ core products and markets.   

• Value chain complexities: Nike, Gap and Walmart.  Research shows that initiatives put in 
place with the intention of promoting sustainability in supply chains for social and 
environmental gains, only survive in economic terms, ensuring longevity of quality supply for 
the purchasing company over and above social and environmental needs of consumers or 
suppliers.   

• Clusters: Cluster development will be determined by industrial potential rather than social 
need – unlikely to be a driver may be a deciding factor in determining between two suitable 
regions.   
 

Naïve about business compliance 
Concept of CSV is simply built on the assumption that compliance with legal and moral standards is a 
given.  Corporations operate in a broad variety of geopolitical contexts where governments are 
unable or unwilling to regulate them effectively.  Compliance with hard and soft laws is hardly a 
given.   
Based on a shallow conception of the corporation’s role in society  
Seeks to transform business thinking yet makes no mention of the strategy models that might need 
transforming.  Solve the macro systemic problem of capitalism by changing micro-level behaviours.  
Rethinking the purpose of the corporation without questioning the sanctity of corporate self-
interest.  Seeks to restore business legitimacy without considering either adherence to the rules of 
the game (compliance) or the role of financial markets.   
Contradictions with Porter’s earlier work “the most successful companies are those that expand the 
industry profit pool in ways that allow them to share disproportionately in the benefits” 
contradicting his cluster development idea.  
 
Conclusions 
Presenting CSV as innovation only makes sense if indeed hitherto the only purpose of the firm is to 
create “economic value.”  It is fair to argue that the most fundamental problem of CSV is indeed the 
view as an entity whose only legitimate purpose is the generation of economic value for the firm and 
its owners – reflective of the academia and Porter’s early work.  Porker and Kramer are seeking to 
solve a system-level problem (capitalism) with merely organisational-level changes.   
If society has such a strong influence on the firm, it makes sense for managers to accommodate all 
those stakeholders when it comes to pursuing the economic goals of the firm.  Ultimately, CSV is just 
another example of this approach: society and its needs are seen as something the firm can cater to 
successfully in economic terms.   
While Porter and Kramer simply assume compliance with rules and regulations set by governments, 
recent discussion on CSR highlights the fact that corporations increasingly are active in engaging 
with their regulatory environment.   
CSV promises much but ultimately takes us not closer, but further, from the solution to a challenge 
that we are already struggling to address.   

 


